
 
 
Evolution is a concept that has been in the background of our existence for centuries.  It 
carries different meanings in different circles but normally suggests or quality of living 
experience.  In fact, the Encarta Dictionary defines evolution as “the gradual development 
of something into a more complex or better form”.  Our species and society have operated 
in an “evolutionary” mode for many centuries – at least 21 for sure.  We now find the slight 
addition of one letter, “R”, changing the tone for the future!  Yes, revolution is more 
descriptive of the pace of change we see for the years to come.  The pace of change feeds 
off itself as new technology enables new possibilities. 
 
We have been examining the strategies and best practices that will help us adapt and 
thrive in this new operating mode.  It is about becoming a more agile enterprise and 
developing a new leadership paradigm to operate with success.   
The Nature of Reinvention 
 “The only dependable competitive advantage you have today is a superior capacity to 
reinvent your business model before circumstances force you to do so,” says Harvard 
professor Gary Hamel.  This notion of continual reinvention is one of the absolutes keys to 
business success today.  Ask anyone who has been responsible for running a business 
supplying consumer products to retailers like Wal*Mart, Costco, Target or Macy’s and they 
will tell you that you had better be inventing your next innovation even before you have 
launched your latest innovation on the retail floor.  Our retailers and consumers have an 
insatiable appetite for new, better and faster and usually at lower prices than last time! 
 
How can we survive with this expectation for continuous change and re-invention?  The real 
question is how will you survive if you do not create the culture and expectation in your 
organization for this kind of fresh, innovative thinking?  Indeed, the world has become 
FLAT as Thomas Friedman describes in his best-selling book.  We see new ideas and better 
products coming from all corners of the earth.  One of these days we might even see them 
coming from beyond the earth. Don’t laugh; it just might be one day. 
 
The Power of Liberated Thinking 
The value in creating an engaged workforce with suggestion boxes and idea farms has been 
taught in business schools and conferences rooms for decades.  Yet, we still do not see the 
widespread adoption of liberated thinking cultures throughout our American businesses.  
Yes, there are many isolated good examples of companies trying new things.  Even Old Blue 
(IBM) has recently received great acclaim for some of their new efforts to harness the 
power of liberated thinking throughout their vast organization.  They have initiated a new 
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and very clever collaborative problem-solving and innovation system that links their many 
thousands of associates together through the power and convenience of technology to 
focus collective energy on real-time solutions to chronic issues.   
 
In their Global CEO Study, IBM discovered that the #1 critical roadblock to successful 
innovation is unsupportive culture and climate.  The flip side also applies – the primary 
enabler to successful innovation is a supportive culture and leadership climate.  When we 
expect, recognize and reward fresh, innovative thinking – we tend to get more of it.  The 
reality of our times is constant demand for new solutions as the bar gets raised and new 
expectations rule.  Those organizations that create the expectation and permission for all 
levels of employees to participate in the innovation process will reap the rewards in the 
long run.   
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